We are Taking AgeTech to the Next Level

Why the AgeTech Collaborative

The AgeTech Collaborative™ is a B2B virtual space that brings the entire AgeTech ecosystem together: entrepreneurs, investors and champions of innovation in longevity and aging. We help find the most modern, inclusive, and promising AgeTech solutions through our Accelerator Program.

30-50 new AgeTech startups are sourced each year through our Accelerator Program. We help build and introduce new AgeTech startups to investors, industry leaders, and consumers in our ecosystem. Ultimately, the opportunity is HUGE.

We are proud to be a founding member of the PRIMETIME PARTNERS Network, a collaborative of leading AgeTech startups and investors. We have created a platform for AgeTech innovators to meet and find new partners to accelerate their ideas into reality.

Discover
Innovate AgeTech solutions to improve our longevity and well-being.

Connect & collaborate
with a like-minded community.

Influence
work with a legacy in support.

Join AgeTech Collaborative Today

APPLY NOW

WHAT PARTICIPANTS ARE SAYING

As a testbed, I have two days. I have a resource to discuss how I can know we are making a difference. In the end, the testbed relationship helps us to know, empirically, the strength of our programming so we can know we are making a difference.

- ABBY LEVY

As repeat founders who have participated in multiple top accelerators and incubators, the AgeTech Collaborative is hands down one of the most valuable programs we’ve been a part of.

- CHAS VANDER BROEK

We are proud to be a founding member. As a testbed, I have two days. I have a resource with AARP to seek out solutions for any challenge I might have as a nonprofit retirement community. And I have a partner to help measure efficacy. I have a resource to discuss how we can know we are making a difference.

- JAMES MICHELS

We have been through 3 meetings with companies and testbeds can focus on collaboration opportunities to help drive AgeTech innovation to the next level.

- JAMES LI

As important and timely as innovation in agetech is, being part of the AgeTech Collaborative has created a powerful community at scale of people and ideas ready to make a difference.

- ABBY LEVY

The AgeTech Collaborative has created a B2B virtual space that brings the entire AgeTech ecosystem together: entrepreneurs, investors and champions of innovation in longevity and aging. We help find the most modern, inclusive, and promising AgeTech solutions through our Accelerator Program.

- CHAS VANDER BROEK

Our experts vet each solution so that investors, industry leaders, and testbeds can focus on collaboration opportunities to help drive AgeTech innovation to the next level.

- ABBY LEVY

As important and timely as innovation in agetech is, being part of the AgeTech Collaborative has created a powerful community at scale of people and ideas ready to make a difference.

- JAMES MICHELS

WHAT THE NUMBERS SHOW

60,000 people in the US will turn 65 each day.

71% of 50+ consumers are online.

54M+ Revenue Generated and thousands of jobs created.

$28.2 T trillion by 2050.

$8.3 trillion in economic activity annually.

$120.2B by 2050.

$421M+ Funds Raised

572K+ Lives Impacted

$54M Revenue Generated and thousands of jobs created.

$28.2 trillion by 2050.

$8.3 trillion in economic activity annually.

$120.2B by 2050.

$421M+ Funds Raised

572K+ Lives Impacted

600+ Connections

100+ Startups Engaged

44 Female Founded Startups

65 Under-represented Founded

$54M+ Revenue Generated

IMPACT BY THE NUMBERS
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